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SOCIAL CHANGE: HOW ‘TRADITION’ RENEWS ITSELF 
THROUGH THE EXPERIENCE OF DIALOGUE IN THE PUBLIC 

SPHERE 
 
 

Mariselda Tessarolo1 
 
 

Abstract: This contribution is a theoretical reflection on the social change that is 
affecting the whole of society. To analyze change, we will discuss the standpoint of several 
scholars starting with Durkheim, who, in defending “decadence”, observes that “common 
consciousness most likely progresses less than individual consciousness” and that “the 
collective type is less strong than the individual”. Change runs the risk of being considered 
as “decadence” because it alters the status quo, that is, what we are used to. 
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common consciousness; pammixia; modernization; conformism; democratic politics. 
 
Introduction  
 

Although it follows a different pace according to the different historical 
periods, change is inborn in society. Some ‘myths’ erroneously surround change: 
the first is that the future is seen as progress, that is as the repudiation of traditions. 
The second concerns the conflict between the old and the new with a polarization 
between the traditional and the modern. Human beings strive to think that an ideal 
improvement exists between backward and advanced. Every community takes its 
own ‘steps’ to make changes and it transforms both ‘within’, that is with others in 
its own group, and ‘without’, that is in the relations with external groups. 

Technological progress and political factors, understood as political 
organization, were the propelling elements of progress in past centuries. Political 
systems are not simply the expression of the economic organization, given that 
societies with similar economic organizations can have different political systems. 
Another important factor is culture, which comes from religion, from 
communication systems, and from leadership. With regard to political factors, the 
economic role of the State is essential, because the State is the most important 
employer in many countries. As to cultural factors, instead, scientific development 
and secularization are important and connect with the modern ideals of self-
realization, freedom, equality and democratic participation2. 

In this study, we aim to analyze, or, more precisely, to outline the importance 
of participating in the debates taking place in the so-called ‘public sphere’, which is 
an intersection between the different debate spheres already existent in the society, 

                                                           
1 Department Philosophy, Sociology, Pedagogy, Applied Psychology (FISPPA), Padova 
University (Italy). 
2 Giddens, A. Fondamenti di Sociologia. Bologna: il Mulino, 2006: 44-45. 
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but which includes the dialogue between citizens and, therefore, first-person 
participation. Consequently, we will start by highlighting how social change may 
be connected to the direct participation of the individual, who attempts to arouse 
the collective conscience that ‘takes its force from the society’3. It should also be 
noted that change in society is produced via social forces for which we will use the 
terminology proposed by Toynbee4 (1950) who speaks of ‘pammixia’ which he 
defines as a process of ‘cultural mixing’ and identifies in ancient societies and 
thereafter. The central topic which needs to be investigated regards the fact that the 
individuals, as citizens, construct the public sphere by connecting it to the 
institutional sphere (the Parliament), which is elected in a democratic manner. Even 
if democracy leads to the free competition between political parties, which tend to 
win for themselves the positions of power, such participation is not enough because 
the participation itself is delegated to the representatives. The public sphere is 
connected to the experience of dialogue, to direct participation, to the citizen’s 
engagement on topics of current interest. 
 

How social is social change? 
 

The configuration of future societies depends almost entirely on the human 
actors who, either individually or collectively, act based on their ideals and on their 
knowledge. A crucial element of that knowledge is to realize the causes of social 
change, causes which depend on the accurate evaluation of options, of what can 
and cannot be done. Consequently, sociology of change can significantly affect the 
directions that change what will follow; and, because of that, this field of research 
is truly important also from the practical and economic perspective. Through the 
information supplied by the mass media, the public made up of private citizens 
focuses on controlling and influencing the running of public interests by the 
political system5. An optimal decision is to maximize the policymaker’s utility, and 
the same can be said for the collective decision, which is optimal not only for the 
community but also for its individual members. With his “impossibility theorem” 
the Nobel Prize for economics Kenneth Arrow showed that Condorcet’s paradox 
remains unresolved because it is not possible to determine an ‘ideal’ collective 
decision rule able to “maintain the same conditions of rationality as the individual 
choices, or rather that can guarantee at once ‘logic coherence’ between individual 
and collective choices and ‘social equity’ based on the sovereignty of individuals 
vis-à-vis collective decisions”6. The impossibility of finding a solution lies in the 
fact that preferences are incompatible when voters and number of alternatives are 
both greater than two.  

A first cultural mutation is obtained due to the media which send  

                                                           
3 Durkheim, È. De la division du travail social, Paris: Alcan, 1893: 183. 
4 Toynbee, A. J. A Study of History. London: Oxford University Press. 1934. 
5 Sciolla, L. Sociologia dei processi culturali. Bologna: il Mulino, 2007: 204. 
6 Oliverio, A. Strategie della scelta. Introduzione alla teoria della decisione. Bari: Laterza, 
2007: 73. 
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“Messages collected over time end up by adding their effects on the 
personality of the communicators and establish a new balance between 
them by changing the cultural configurations”7.  

The persuasive ability of the messages and their emotional functions prove 
that mass communications are only one of the factors that shape personality by 
creating widespread psychic affinities, facilitating the flow of expressive messages 
and current news toward scientific contents. 

Language is an element that conditions our view of the world: the flow of 
impressions is organized in our minds for the most part by the language system. 
Mass communications are important because they spread information among 
people, who can thus get to know facts from different perspectives. Culture has a 
polycentric feature because it draws toward itself several typologies of culture 
(academic, religious, etc.). Only the strengthening of the intermediate (scholastic) 
level of communication, by expanding it and renewing its cultural content, can 
allow the reabsorption of mass culture with its intrinsic disorganization and its 
vulgarizing trends.  

Going back to the question on how social change can be very useful is 
Durkheim’s observation that underlines the weakness of the common 
consciousness. He observes that “the common consciousness is likely to progress 
more slowly than the individual consciousness” and that “the collective type is less 
strong than the individual”. Consciousness is always composed of many ways of 
thinking and feeling which are extremely general and indeterminate and which 
encourage a multiplicity of individual disagreements. 

Individualism has undoubtedly reached a high level in modern times, where 
the cult of the individual has greatly increased: the collective type is too abstract 
and far from the reality, and subsequently frail: individualism is the successful one. 
The shift from the collectivity to the individual is generally viewed as decadence 
which, according to the French thinker, is a phenomenon developing incessantly 
throughout history:  
 

“The idea that common consciousness runs the risk of disappearing 
leads to a general and undetermined feeling which leaves room for an ever 
increasing multiplicity of individual disagreements. Common consciousness 
– that is, shared by the community – is individual from the perspective of its 
object”8 9. 

 
Within society, the individual is strengthened through solidarity with other 

individuals and this causes acculturation or transculturation processes, representing 
a real cultural mixing process. The English historian Toynbee found that  
 
                                                           
7 Braga, G. La comunicazione sociale. Torino:ERI, 1974: 148. 
8 Durkheim, È. De la division du travail social, Paris: Alcan, 1893: 182.  
9 The quotes in quotation marks of translated texts in Italian, referring to the Italian 
translation. 
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“after reaching their apogee, all civilizations have witnessed their culture 
lose the aspects of a creative minority. A cultural hodgepodge (pammixia) 
becomes established between the dominating majority and the increasingly 
vast internal proletariat, whereas increasingly closer cultural exchanges 
develop with the more backward communities (external proletariat), in 
such a way that reciprocal contributions are not organically embodied in 
either culture”10.  

The pammixia process occurs as intercultural leveling between social classes 
and as intercultural hybridization between the dominating and the dominated 
culture. Western Society is undoubtedly undergoing a process of pammixia: suffice 
it to think of the immigration of disadvanteged groups, of the impossibility to 
experience artistic avant gardes because of the huge fragmentation of taste, of the 
sudden technological changes, to the diffusion of the vehicular languages. Toynbee 
considers that such transformations are signs of decadence and not a possibility of 
evolution which may be seen only when the changes have been absorbed in a new 
culture. For Toynbee, the cultural mixing is always understood, at the beginning, as 
promiscuity and passivity, and only afterwards it evolves in parallel with the 
growth of a civilization. The social disintegration that equally affects each area of 
society, from religion to art, to traditions and customs, becomes almost 
spontaneous. If we consider also the modernity of Pareto’s thinking, according to 
which groups that hold power coopt the best individuals from the lower classes, 
and when this ‘circulation of élites’ is interrupted the social balance stagnates and 
the revolutionary crisis that follows will originate a new élite (however, such a 
change does not necessarily imply progress). Once it has achieved power, each 
élite will govern thanks to a combination of strength and cunning, whose balance 
varies according to what is left of the ruling class. When an aristocracy is in its 
twilight, ‘foxes’ (i.e. the men that bet on compromise and cunning) prevail, while 
in modern aristocracies it is ‘lions’ that prevail, i.e. the men characterized by 
energy and courage. 

Modern society is up in arms against routine and tradition. Routine is seen 
either as an irreplaceable way of learning (Diderot in the Encyclopedia, 1751-
1772), or as the killer of the spirit (Adam Smith in the Wealth of Nations, 1776). 

Sennett11 shows that only through repetitiveness it is possible to strive toward 
creativity, and only by looking at other peoples’ culture it is possible to go toward 
change, which is not to be seen as ‘assimilation’ – and thus disappearance of one’s 
own culture – but as something new that blends together the two cultures in 
varying parts and leaves room for novelty. The scholar sees a crucial value in habit 
both as regards social practices and self-understanding: we test our alternatives 
only in relation with the habits that we have already mastered. A life without habits 
is a life without a meaning. On the other side, Hobsbawn and Ranger12 and 
                                                           
10 Toynbee, A. J. A Study of History. London: Oxford University Press. 1950: 439. 
11 Sennett, R. L’uomo flessibile. Milano: Feltrinelli, 2010: 34-35. 
12 Hobsbawn, E. J., and Ranger T. The invention of tradition. Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1983: 13. 
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Giddens13 revisit the term ‘tradition’, which in itself is a continuous search for 
change linked to its etymological meaning, that is, ‘transmitting’ from one 
generation to the next, while each generation interprets the world through the eyes 
of their own times. In human knowledge, there is always a link with what already 
exists; absolute novelty does not exist and if it did it could not be taken into 
account. Traditions and customs have existed throughout history, but, Giddens 
observes, “It is amazing how little interest scholars have in that while we are 
endlessly discussing modernization and what being modern means”14. Interesting is 
the concept of contemporaneity, seen as the joining link of generations along the 
diachronic and synchronic course of history and sociology. Zerubavel15 maintains 
that the past has to be considered as an integrating part of the identity of the 
present. Nowadays, the continuity between past and present is jeopardized by the 
acceleration of social and technological change as well as by economics based on 
replaceability, that is planned obsolescence (predetermined limitation of the life of 
consumer goods)16. The future, according to these two perspectives, may be viewed 
as progress or as decay, depending on the idealization of the future or of the past, 
or of the preservation of the world by reducing waste in the process of degradation. 
Such a trend, however, has led to a conservative drive (holding on to everything, 
diverse forms of nostalgia). Nostalgia is felt also for lost or irretrievable times of 
our past (collective as well as individual). Human beings tend toward a forced 
linearity of evolution, not toward a ramification; they do not consider the fact that 
discontinuity is a social invention17. 
 
The public sphere as the meeting point between individuals and the media 
 

Habermas speaks of the public sphere as if it were an arena of public debate 
where issues of public interest can be discussed and opinions formed. The public 
sphere is born with the newspapers: those who read them discuss in groups and 
then in public. In principle, the public sphere is made up of individuals that meet as 
equals in a public space.  
 

“Politics is presented by the media as a show, while private economic 
interests triumph over public ones. Public opinion is not formed through an 
open and rational discussion, but rather through control and manipulation”18.  

 
With his definition of “public use of reason” Kant inspired Habermas, who 

maintains that the public sphere is the place where public reason should be used, in 
other words the social context where citizens can communicate publicly and thus 

                                                           
13 Giddens, A. Il mondo che cambia. Bologna: il Mulino, 2000: 53. 
14 Giddens, A. Il mondo che cambia. Bologna: il Mulino, 2000: 54.  
15 Zerubavel, E.. Mappe del tempo. Bologna: il Mulino, 2005. 
16 This observation refers to the ‘single-use’ consumption (Latouche 2013). 
17 Zerubavel, E.. Mappe del tempo. Bologna: il Mulino, 2005: 27. 
18 Giddens, A. Fondamenti di Sociologia. Bologna: il Mulino, 2006: 250. 
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convince or be convinced, or develop new opinions together19. The public sphere is 
no longer the agora, the square, but a place within the media where problems and 
political or moral values are shared. 

The public sphere has encouraged the development of public deliberation, 
which does not take part in the final decision, but rather in the phase where the 
solution is elaborated.  
 

“Such an intervention is not only a further, more intense moment of 
democracy than information or consultation, but it also supplies a more 
complete answer to the need for the extended production of social awareness 
of the environment” 20.  

 
This debate goes beyond and leaves behind the issue of defining the ambit of 

the public sphere, to focus on the ways and articulations of the speeches in the 
public sphere that tend to consider deliberation as the discussion that comes before 
a decision on concrete matters.  

This introduces the issues of uncertainty and risk at the theoretical level, and 
in practice focuses on the deliberating models that concern the local 
administrations. A modern public discussion is mostly a debate in which the media 
are very important. 

Mazzoleni21 proposes a reinterpretation of the scheme outlined by 
Habermas22. In graphic no. 1, it is visible how the media identify themselves with 
the public space, thus influencing considerably the relationships developing within. 
The Public Sphere is positioned in the internal space formed by the overlapping of 
other three spheres. 

Such a schema tends to recognize within the current complex societies the 
principle of representation of the interests of private autonomy, which is placed 
alongside people’s sovereignty and public autonomy. Habermas maintains that 
public spheres operate within three concentric areas: a center, an internal periphery 
and an external periphery. The center aims to increase power and is the place of the 
central government apparatus, of administrations, parties, newspapers, and the 
media. The internal periphery is taken up by expert committees, ombudsmen, 
foundations, non-profit organizations, and all those institutions that gravitate 
toward the central power. The external periphery is made up of lobbies, 
professional and cultural groups, consumers, environmental protection 
associations. Ideally, the political process goes from the periphery toward the 
center passing through the internal periphery to get into the political organization. 

                                                           
19 Tonella, G. “Giurie di cittadini e conferenze di consumo. Strumenti di democrazia 
deliberativa e delle politiche deliberative”. Foedus 35 (2013): 13. 
20 Pellizzoni, Luigi, and Osti Giorgio. Sociologia dell’ambiente. Bologna: il Mulino, 2003: 
283. 
21 Mazzoleni, G. La comunicazione politica. Bologna: il Mulino, 2004: 30. 
22 Habermas, Jurgen. Strukturwandel der Öffenrlichkeit. Neuwied: H.Luchterhand Verlag, 
1962. 
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Participation in the ‘res publica’ is not for everyone and the place where 
representations are decided is often far away. 
 

 
 

Graphic 1 
 

In the European tradition parliaments are central political institutions with a 
crucial role in the development of democratic societies. No other institution 
regularly provides a public deliberation space open to discussion so that opposed 
points of view can be aired and compromise solutions found between political 
opponents23. 
 
Opinion as the expression of the individual and the strength of the community 
  

The art of rhetoric has found a breeding ground in the social studies: 
speakers have to adapt to their audience and an incompetent audience is ready to be 
persuaded. In argumentation there must be previous agreement in principle and 
consideration for shared knowledge and for the possibility to discuss a certain issue 
together24 (Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca 1976, 12).  

Plato places knowledge devoid of truth or validity at an intermediate level 
between ignorance and knowledge and since then a distinction has been maintained 
                                                           
23 Ilie, C. European Parliaments under Scrutiny: Discourse Strategies and Interaction 
Practices. Amsterdam: John Benjamins Publ. Company, 2010: 11. 
24 Perelman, C. and Olbrects-Tyteca L. Trattato dell’argomentazione. Trans. Carla 
Schick.Torino: Einaudi, 1976: 12. 
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between real knowledge (epistéme) and opinion (doxa). Kant observed that holding 
an opinion is insufficient knowledge, both subjectively and objectively, which is 
accompanied by consciousness, and Hegel turned opinion into a private ‘thing’ that 
cannot be communicated25. 

From a sociological perspective an opinion corresponds to a set of views that 
are widespread among the public and which concern current issues. Opinions based 
on individual’s opinions on a given topic are manifestations which consist in an 
adhesion to formulas, of an attitude that can in turn be assessed on an objective 
scale and can therefore be measured. Thus, public opinion exists when, 
notwithstanding nuances in attitude, a factor of unity emerges in the repetitions of 
several individuals. Public opinion can be said to be the dominant feeling in a 
community and it is referred to only with regard to current issues (environmental 
issues regarding the pollution, public health, privatization of the water resource, 
nuclear energy, the law on abortion or on euthanasia and so on). 

It is possible that increased individual freedom coincides with increased 
collective impotence because either the bridges between the public and the private 
have been demolished or had never been built in the first place. The debate in the 
public sphere starts from issues of actuality which are contextualized and related to 
the individual’s necessities, this discussion is enormously augmented by the media 
and broadcasted to a large public especially in the case that it is emotionally 
moving. The recourse to the agorà, a simultaneously public and private space in 
which private concerns become significantly connected, allows citizens to seek 
collectively run instruments that are efficient enough to relieve people of their 
private misery. This recourse also illustrates people’s quest for a space where ideas 
such as ‘public good’, ‘fair society’ and ‘shared values’ can originate and take 
shape. The problem is that today there is very little left of the old private-cum-
public spaces and new ones capable of replacing them are nowhere to be seen. 

Politics typically praises and promotes conformism even if we can achieve it 
by ourselves and we do not need politics in order to conform. The art of politics, 
when we speak of democratic politics, means liberating citizens from the 
limitations that affect their freedom, but it also means self-limitation. And that 
means making citizens free in order to allow them to establish, individually and 
collectively, their own individual and collective limitations. The latter aspect is 
practically ignored and neglected. Individual freedom should be the product of 
collective engagement (that is, it should be defended and guaranteed only 
collectively). Nevertheless, today we tend to privatize means to assure, safeguard, 
and guarantee individual freedom. That however, leads to mass poverty, to 
unemployment, and to fear. The art of transforming private problems into public 
issues runs the risk of becoming obsolete and of being forgotten. The way in which 
private problems are defined makes it very hard for them to concretize into 
political power. 

The important point underlined by the author is that the emancipatory project 
has not dissolved and, in order to re-launch it, a novel perspective is necessary 

                                                           
25 Tessarolo, Mariselda. Il sistema delle comunicazioni. Padova: Cleup, 2001: 172. 
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which consists in bridging as much as possible the gap between the individual de 
jure and the individual de facto.  

 
“Today, it is the public sphere that must be protected from the 

invasion of the private sphere, and this, paradoxically, in order to increase 
and not reduce individual freedom”26.  

 
According to Giddens the expansion of democracy is closely connected with 

the structural changes affecting society throughout the world:  
 

“Our fleeting and elusive world does not need less government but 
more government and this can be guaranteed only by the democratic 
institutions”27.  

 
The author understands the community project as the most obvious and 

predictable response to the fluidity of the social relationships that characterize our 
liquid modern society. However, Bauman states that the predictability of 
community response does not remove the vicious circle that generates 
communitarianism: despite ‘communities’, meeting a stranger is always possible 
and it is an unavoidable life event, even if communitarianism perceives the 
stranger/the other as a main danger for the community. Also this aspect of our 
public life reveals the current deep crisis affecting politics understood as 
negotiation and reciprocal opposition between individuals28. 
 
Conclusions 
 

Change runs the risk of being seen as ‘decadence’ because it modifies the 
status quo, what we are used to. The trend showed by modern society to accelerate 
the social and technological change triggers an independent drive toward 
preserving the community. Social change leads toward the Other, to appreciate 
them, but at the same time to be different from them and also similar to them; it 
means implementing what Simmel29 defines as ‘social differentiation’. 

Modernity and tradition strengthen each other (continuous-discontinuous). 
The new and the old are representations of discontinuity within continuity and vice 
versa. Tradition and progress have always been two opposing weapons. The idea 
associated with progress is that “later is better”: the future is better than the past30. 
The view of history in terms of progress begins with the philosophical thinking of 
the 1700s, and since then history has been seen as a progressive rise from the wild 
to the civilized stage. However, this optimistic modality of the future is opposed by 

                                                           
26 Bauman, Zigmunt. Liquid Modernity. Cambridge: Polity Press, 2000: 48. 
27 Giddens, A. Il mondo che cambia. Bologna: il Mulino, 2000: 99. 
28 Bauman, Zigmunt. Liquid Modernity. Cambridge: Polity Press, 2000: 118. 
29 Simmel, G. La differenziazione sociale. Bari: Laterza, 1982. 
30 Zerubavel, E. Mappe del tempo. Bologna: il Mulino, 2005: 31. 
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the modality that makes decline the main issue of memory organization31. Hence, 
the attachment to the good old times32. In any case, past and present are not two 
completely separate entities: “The idea that a time can be identified before which 
everything is ‘then’ and after which everything is ‘now’ is a delusion”33. Koselleck 
observes that  
 

“history is always something more or something less than what is stated 
about it and language always does something more or something less than 
what occurs in real history”34.  

 
Change is not a linear movement between an outdated past and a more 

modern future. The clash between tradition and modernity is another myth, because 
in actual fact modernity and tradition reinforce each other attraverso un ordine dato 
dalla struttura sociale della memoria colettiva secondo la quale ci sono eventi 
memorabili e altri da dimenticare. 

When change is concerned, sociology takes as a reference point the 
individual, understood as the depositary of freedom of choice and opinion, who, in 
the society of the media and of information, loses his ability of critical analysis and 
of interaction with other individuals. Human beings, then, should direct their 
modernization processes toward their own needs without leaving this power in the 
hands of the so-called experts, who put themselves forward as the depositary of the 
ability to choose. The experts should not isolate themselves in an ivory tower, but 
start the discussion in the mediatic public sphere, besides the scientific one, and 
consequently position themselves as one of the many gatekeepers not only of 
science in sé, but of its applicability which needs to be evaluated and approved. 
Everyone should reflect with Luhmann (1985, 202) on the importance of 
discussion:  
 

“Only by discussing can the complexity of the system be diminished. 
Through discussion, the individual can diminish complexity by selecting 
what he considers as relevant” (Tessarolo 2001, 308).  

 
Public sphere and public deliberation can be seen as a reflection on 

modernity. Movements are the main actors of a democratic public sphere, and 
democracy ought to be understood (is understood) as the ability to provide 
institutional answers: the promulgation of laws, the holding of referendum, but also 
the flash mob, which is called for by the debate in the public sphere. 
                                                           
31 The 70th anniversary of Russian formalism was celebrated in 2013. Russian formalists 
believe that literary language is essentially different from any other language because, 
differently from them, it has no practical function. They think literature is a language whose 
function is simply to let us see things through different eyes, and which manages to do just 
that thanks to precise stylistic and structural techniques. 
32 Zerubavel, E. Mappe del tempo. Falcioni. Bologna: il Mulino, 2005: 35. 
33 Zerubavel, E. Mappe del tempo. Bologna: il Mulino, 2005: 67. 
34 Zerubavel, E. Mappe del tempo. Bologna: il Mulino, 2005: 47. 
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